Contemporary Taps

Quality, practicality and style define this collection of modern mixers that have been designed to complement the latest kitchen styles and use the highest quality valves and WRAS approved components.

ACT2088 Chrome
ACT2089 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 15.8 l/min
H:372 SER:228

ACT3007 Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 17.28 l/min
H:385 SER:175

ACT2085 Chrome
ACT2086 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 13.6 l/min
H:395 SER:194

ACT2087 Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 12.58 l/min
H:310 SER:200

ACT2009 Chrome
ACT2010 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 13.05 l/min
H:290 SER:185

ACT2052 Chrome
ACT2074 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 14.64 l/min
H:390 SER:230

ACT2096 - Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 12.01 l/min
H:334 SER:180

ACT2097 Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 16.63 l/min
H:370 SER:195

ACT2098 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 16.55 l/min
H:396 SER:214

ACT2099 Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 16.7 l/min
H:355 SER:190

Compact styling, combined with the very latest technology, bring these mixers to the forefront of modern design.

ACT2090 Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 18.4 l/min
H:390 SER:220

ACT2001 Chrome
ACT2002 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 16.7 l/min
H:350 SER:190

ACT2062 Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 18.4 l/min
H:390 SER:220

ACT2003 Chrome
ACT2004 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 16.7 l/min
H:355 SER:190

ACT2076 Chrome
ACT2077 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 18.4 l/min
H:390 SER:220

ACT2076 Chrome
ACT2077 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 17.7 l/min
H:355 SER:190

ACT2078 - Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 17.4 l/min
H:335 SER:190

ACT2094 Chrome
3.0 bar flow rate: 16.18 l/min
H:370 SER:195

ACT2098 Brushed Nickel
3.0 bar flow rate: 16.63 l/min
H:370 SER:195

KEY:
CC Ceramic Cartridge
CD Ceramic Disc
CV Compression Valve
SF Single Flow
DF Dual Flow

H = Height (mm)  SER = Spout exit reach (mm)  The horizontal distance from the centre of the tap to the mid-point of the water stream exit in mm
Flow Restricted Taps

Whether you need to meet Part G Regulations for Sustainable Homes or would just like to limit your water consumption, these mixers restrict water flow of the hot, cold and mixed flow to a maximum rate of 6 litres per minute, regardless of incoming water pressure.

Filter Taps

Water filter taps dramatically improve the taste, smell and appearance of drinking water, offering a clean, unlimited source of fresh water.

Contract Taps

With value engineered in and unnecessary costs designed out, this succinct range of mixers meet the exacting high standards of WRAS, without a high price tag.
Inset Stainless Steel Sinks

Whether specified as the main kitchen sink or selected for the utility room, these stainless insets can be mounted in work surfaces to provide a cost effective solution that doesn’t compromise style. Constructed from 18/10 grade steel, longevity as well as practicality comes as standard.

**Includes:**
- Basket strainer waste
- Overflow
- Factory fitted worktop seal
- Fixing Clips
- Tap hole blanking plug

**L:** Length (mm)  
**W:** Width (mm)  
**BD:** Bowl Depth (mm)  
**MBU:** Minimum Base Unit (mm)

Slimline Inset Stainless Steel Sinks

Produced from 18/10 grade steel these contemporary yet practical sinks can be mounted with the ultra-thin 1mm edge profile for a sophisticated, contemporary look or flush mounted for ultimate purity.
If you are considering the convenience and functionality of an inset sink, but are looking for an alternative look and feel to your sink area, then consider a composite sink. Manufactured from an advanced hardwearing composite material these sinks will bring a little colour into your environment.

**Inset Granite Sinks**

**ACS1003**
1.0 Bowl & Drainer
Black Granite

**ACS1005**
1.0 Bowl & Drainer
Frost White Granite

**ACS1004**
1.0 Bowl & Drainer
Sable Granite

**ACS1006**
1.5 Bowl & Drainer
Black Granite

**ACS1008**
1.5 Bowl & Drainer
Frost White Granite

**ACS1007**
1.5 Bowl & Drainer
Sable Granite

---

**Includes:**
- Basket strainer waste
- Overflow
- Fixing Clips

**L:** Length (mm)  |  **W:** Width (mm)  |  **BD:** Bowl Depth (mm)  |  **MBU:** Minimum Base Unit (mm)

---

Reversible

---

Image shows ACS1005 Sink with ACT2085 Tap
Undermount Stainless Steel Sinks

Constructed from 18/10 grade stainless steel these undermount bowls have both style and longevity, equally suited to modern and traditional kitchen designs.

**ACS1014**
1.0 Bowl Undermount
Brushed Steel
L: 422 W: 362 BD: 180 MBU: 450
Gauge: 0.6mm
Includes: • Basket strainer waste
• Overflow
• Fixing Clips

**ACS1018**
1.0 Bowl Undermount
Brushed Steel
L: 423 W: 423 BD: 200 MBU: 500
Gauge: 0.6mm
Includes: • Basket strainer waste
• Overflow
• Fixing Clips

**ACS1015**
1.5 Bowl Undermount
Brushed Steel
L: 590 W: 456 BD: 180 MBU: 600
Gauge: 0.6mm
Includes: • Basket strainer wastes
• Overflow
• Fixing Clips

**ACS1013**
Inset Drainer
Brushed Steel
L: N/A W: Ø450 BD: 30 MBU: 450
Gauge: 0.6mm
Includes: • Basket strainer waste
• Factory fitted worktop seal
• Overflow
• Fixing Clips

Inset Ceramic Sinks

Beautifully suited to both classic and traditional kitchens our hardwearing fireclay sinks are both practical and stylish.

**ACS1011**
1.5 Bowl and Drainer Inset Sink
White Glazed
L: 1000 W: 500 BD: 184 MBU: 600
Includes: • Basket strainer wastes (half bowl services overflow)
• Pipework
• Tap hole blanking plug

**ACS1010**
1.0 Bowl and Drainer Inset Sink
White Glazed
L: 860 W: 500 BD: 184 MBU: 450
Includes: • Basket strainer waste
• Overflow and pipework
• Tap hole blanking plug

**ACS1012**
1.0 Bowl Inset Sink
Brushed Steel
L: N/A W: Ø450 BD: 150 MBU: 450
Gauge: 0.6mm
Includes: • Basket strainer waste
• Factory fitted worktop seal
• Overflow
• Fixing Clips

**ACS1013**
Inset Drainer
Brushed Steel
L: N/A W: Ø450 BD: 30 MBU: 450
Gauge: 0.6mm
Includes: • Basket strainer waste
• Factory fitted worktop seal
• Overflow
• Fixing Clips

Manufacturers Warranty

In the unlikely event that you should experience any defect in the materials or workmanship of your new:
• Sink within 10 years of purchase;
• Mixer within 5 years of purchase;
the purchaser's sole remedy shall be the replacement (at the manufacturer's discretion) of all or any part of the product that is defective.

For the tap, all working parts and valves are guaranteed for a period of 5 years from purchase. Decorative surface finishes and O-rings are guaranteed for 1 year from the date of purchase provided that our advice concerning care has been observed and no scouring agents have been used.

This is provided that the sink, mixer or tap has been used for normal domestic purposes and that the care, installation and maintenance instructions have been observed. The warranty extends to the original purchaser only.

All mixer taps listed in this brochure hold current WRAS approval or are in the process of certification.

IMPORTANT: All products should be installed in accordance with Local Water Bye Laws.

DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

For Spare Parts & Service visit www.tap-spares.com or call 01226 283 434